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After the earthquake

As is now well known, Japan suffered a terrible earthquake and tsunami
on March 11, which has caused tremendous damage, especially in the
Tohoku area. Fortunately, all KEK personnel and users are safe and
accounted for. The injection linac did suffer significant but manageable
damage and repairs are underway. The damage to the KEKB main rings
appears to be less serious, though non-negligible. No serious damage
has been reported so far at Belle. Further investigation is necessary.
We would like to convey our deep appreciation to everyone for your
generous expressions of concern and encouragement.

Why to upgrade?


Success of B-Factories: confirmation of KM mechanism of CPV

2001: discovery of CPV in B system
2011: most precise sin2υ1 from b→ccs
sin 2
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Standard Model works well in this flavour sector
2.8σ difference between direct
and indirect sin2υ1 and BR(B→τν)
experimental
measurements
CKM fit w/o these
measurements



Hints of New Physics: some results of B-Factories show tensions with SM

Physics goals of SuperKEKB











Still room for corrections from New Physics at O(10%)
Explore NP hints with higher precision
Approach complementary to hadron colliders
LHC: energy frontier Direct searches NP up to O(1TeV)
SuperKEKB: rare/precision frontier Search for indirect NP effects
 up to O(1TeV) if Minimal Flavour Violation assumed
 up to O(100TeV) if Flavour Violation couplings enhanced
Observe NP→ overconstrain SM and NP parameters→characterize NP

New Physics sensitive processes:
 b→sss penguins
 DCPV in B→Kπ
 B→τν, B→ Dτν
 AFB in B→K*l+l CPV in D decays
 LFV in τ decays
 ...

NP-sensitive processes


CPV in b → sss penguin decays
  K s

 S  sin 21

B  J / K s

 sin 21

 0 . 22  0 . 17

 ΔS≈0 in SM, NP can change it
 Measured via t-dep. Dalitz analysis of B→K+K-Ks
 Accurate B vertex and good PID required
arXiv:1002.5012



Puzzling DCPV in B→Kπ

 DCPV from interference between Tree and Penguin
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 ΔA≈0 in SM, NP (or hadronic effects) can change it
 Model independent sum rule to test SM
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M. Gronau, PLB627, 82 (2005); D. Atwood, A. Soni, PRD58, 036005 (1998)

 Good Ks0 vertex, good ECL for π0, good K/π separation

Belle, Nature 452, 332 (2008)

NP-sensitive processes


B→τν annihilation process
B→τν
signal
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 Increase of BR observed.
Higgs contribution?
 Signal: null residual energy detected in ECL
 Improvement with NeuroBayes tagging
 Good performance of ECL needed
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5σ discovery TypeII 2HDM
region with 50 ab-1
currently excluded
from BR(Bτν)

arXiv:1002.5012

TypeII 2HDM

 complementary to B→τν and competitive with B →τν
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NP-sensitive processes


Lepton Flavour Violation in tau decays

 Strongly suppressed in SM

● τ→μγ
■ τ→μη
▲ τ→μμμ

 In BSM (SUSY, little Higgs) LFV up to O(10-9-10-7)
 With 50ab-1 sensitivity will reach O(10-9)


CPV in D decays
 CPV in SM: O(10-3) . Can be enhanced by NP
 With 50ab-1 : sensitivity of CPV asymmetries
O(10-4)
Expected accuracy with 50ab-1

KEKB milestones
06/1999: First physics run
05/2003: Design luminosity of 1×1034/cm2/s achieved
01/2004: Operating in continuous injection mode
02/2005: 1.52×1034/cm2/s, 1fb-1 per day accumulated
07/2007: First operation of crab cavities
05/2009: World luminosity record 2.1×1034/cm2/s
11/2009: Accumulated luminosity exceeded 1ab-1
06/2010: Last physics run

HER: 8.0GeV e-

Crab cavities
2010


1999

L dt  1000 fb

1

LER: 3.5GeV e+

End of KEKB/Belle operation


30 June 2010: Last KEKB beam abort



November 2010 - January 2011: Belle detector partial extraction



All ready to start construction of SuperKEKB and Belle II

Super KEKB in nano-beam scheme
To increase luminosity:
→ squeeze beams to nanometer scale and


enlarge crossing angle (minimize *y)
→ decrease beam emittance (keep current ξy)
Squeezing beams in stronger magnetic
field saturated by hourglass effect
→ intersect bunches only at highly focused
region


x~100mm, y~2mm

x~10mm, y~60nm
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I: beam current
*: envelope around trajectories at IP
xy  (*y /ey ) beam-beam parameter
e: beam emittance
σ*: beam size  (* e)
RL,Rξy: geometrical reduction factors
(crossing angle, hourglass effect)
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KEKB to SuperKEKB

Peak luminosity
×1035 [cm-2s-1]

Integrated
luminosity
[ab-1]

Foreseen luminosity increase
50ab-

5 ab-1 in 2016
50 ab-1 in 2020/2021
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5ab-1
8×1035 cm-2s-1
shutdown for upgrade

Commissioning will start
in 2nd half of FY2014

Belle II detector



Deal with higher background (10-20×), radiation damage, higher occupancy,
higher event rates (L1 trigg. 0.5→30 kHz)
Improved performance and hermeticity
CsI(Tl) EM calorimeter:
waveform sampling
electronics, pure
CsI for endcaps

II

RPC μ & KL counter:
scintillator + Si-PM
for end-caps

4 layers DS Si vertex
detector → 2 layers
PXD (DEPFET),
4 layers DSSD

Central Drift Chamber:
smaller cell size, long
lever arm

Time-of-Flight, Aerogel
Cherenkov Counter →
Time-of-Propagation
(barrel), prox. focusing
Aerogel RICH
(forward)

Vertexing with silicon pixels and strips


PXD + SVD in Belle II (in Belle only strip layers )
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Pixels based on DEPFET technology: thin (75μm) sensors → little multiple
scattering, can deal with high occupancy close to the IP, fast readout
Strip layers deal with <10% occupancy; useful in reducing bckgd. in PXD
IP resolution σz0~50μm, improved reconstruction of pT<100MeV tracks,
30% larger eff. of Ks→π+π- with vertex info
Prototype DEPFET
pixel sensor and readout
Mechanical mockup of pixel detector
DEPFET sensor

Tracking with Central Drift Chamber
Extended outer radius, longer lever
arm, smaller cells near beampipe,
faster readout electronics


Maintains high efficiency and
momentum resolution in spite of higher
background


wire configuration

Belle

Belle

Belle II

inner most sense wire

r=88mm

r=168mm

outer most sense wire

r=863mm

r=1111.4mm

Number of layers

50

56

Total sense wires

8400

14336

Gas

He:C2H6

He:C2H6

sense wire

W(Φ30μm)

W(Φ30μm)

field wire

Al(Φ120μm)

Al(Φ120μm)

normal cell

small cell

Belle II

10 mm
6~8 mm

18 mm
10~20 mm

Particle identification
Barrel PID: Time of Propagation Counter
Quartz radiator

Focusing mirror

Small expansion block
Hamamatsu MCP-PMT (measure t, x and y)

Endcap PID: Aerogel RICH
200mm

„focusing”
aerogel radiator
Hamamatsu HAPD
n~1.05
+ new ASIC

TOP: reconstructs Cherenkov rings from 3D info from PMTs:
x,y and time of photon propagation (40 ps resolution)
 ARICH: measures Cherenkov angle. Inhomogeneous
aerogel radiator to improve photon resolution
 Improved K/π separation in wide momentum range


Quartz radiator

TOP counter
quartz bar
(2 cm thick)

RICH test beam setup
p=3GeV/c2

KL - μ detection with KLM





End-caps upgrade: Resistive Plate Chambers  scintillator- based KLM
20x background increase in RPCs (worse shielding of neutrons along beams)
Scintillators + SiPM: better beam-background tolerance
Barrel KLM: some RPC layers may be replaced as background increases with
luminosity

Endcap KLM sector
y-strip
plane
Iron plate
x-strip
plane
Aluminium frame

Upgrade approved

Summary









Belle II will search for New Physics in B, D and τ decays
with high sensitivity and complementary to LHCb
Belle II physics in more details: arXiv:1002.5012
Upgrade of KEKB and Belle in progress
TDR published: arXiv:1011.0352v1 [physics.ins-det]
Belle II will start data taking in JFY2014
Aim at 50ab-1 by 2020/2021
Belle II Collaboration since December 2008

384 members, 57 institutions from 13 countries

Backup

Backup

Unitarity triangle


w/o angles



only angles

Backup

Challenges in accelerator design
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Nanometer beams  special final focus in interaction region
Low emittance beam  new design of magnet lattice, better beam source
Higher beam currents  deal with vacuum issues
Increase dynamic aperture and τbeam (target 600 s)  lower beam
asymmetry, final focus closer to IP, chromaticity correction

Belle II detector


Electromagnetic Calorimeter

ECL








Background: pile up noise by soft background photons,
fake clusters from high energy photons 10 times higher
Background in endcaps is high due to high radiation dose
→ Replace CsI(Tl) with pure CsI in endcaps
New electronics with waveform sampling to measure time and amplitude:
fake clusters suppresed by factor 7
Expected performance:
5-10% lower efficiency with similar S/B level

Construction Schedule

Impact of lower boost

Backup

Beam background
Background composition derived
from background study data, which
is then scaled by Luminosity, beam
current etc.
x10 to x20 as large background as
that of 2003 conditions (~severest)
Similar or Higher detector
performance even under x20
bkg

Title

LFV

Organization

Luminosity at B Factories


